Abstract. The paper investigates relationship between algebraic expressions and graphs. We consider a digraph called a full square rhomboid that is an example of non-series-parallel graphs. Our intention is to simplify the expressions of full square rhomboids and eventually find their shortest representations. With that end in view, we describe two decomposition methods for generating expressions of full square rhomboids and carry out their comparative analysis.
Introduction
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E, where each edge corresponds to a pair (v, w) of vertices. A graph G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) is a subgraph of G = (V, E) if V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E. A graph G is a homeomorph of G ′ if G can be obtained by subdividing edges of G ′ with new vertices. We say that a graph G 2 = (V, E ′ ) is a square of a graph G = (V, E) if E ′ = {(u, w) : (u, w) ∈ E ∨ ((u, v) ∈ E ∧ (v, w) ∈ E) for some v ∈ V }. A twoterminal directed acyclic graph (st-dag) has only one source and only one sink.
We consider a labeled graph which has labels attached to its edges. Each path between the source and the sink (a sequential path) in an st-dag can be presented by a product of all edge labels of the path. We define the sum of edge label products corresponding to all possible sequential paths of an st-dag G as the canonical expression of G. An algebraic expression is called an st-dag expression (a factoring of an st-dag in [2] ) if it is algebraically equivalent to the canonical expression of an st-dag. An st-dag expression consists of literals (edge labels), and the operators + (disjoint union) and · (concatenation, also denoted by juxtaposition). An expression of an st-dag G will be hereafter denoted by Ex(G).
We define the total number of literals in an algebraic expression as the complexity of the algebraic expression. An equivalent expression with the minimum complexity is called an optimal representation of the algebraic expression.
A series-parallel graph is defined recursively so that a single edge is a seriesparallel graph and a graph obtained by a parallel or a series composition of series-parallel graphs is series-parallel. As shown in [2] and [10] , a series-parallel graph expression has a representation in which each literal appears only once. This representation is an optimal representation of the series-parallel graph expression. For example, the canonical expression of the series-parallel graph presented in Figure 1 is abd + abe + acd + ace + f e + f d. Since it is a series-parallel graph, the expression can be reduced to (a(b + c) + f )(d + e), where each literal appears once.
A Fibonacci graph [8] has vertices {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} and edges
. . , n − 2}. As shown in [5] , an st-dag is series-parallel if and only if it does not contain a subgraph which is a homeomorph of the forbidden subgraph positioned between vertices 1 and 4 of the Fibonacci graph illustrated in Figure 2 . Thus a Fibonacci graph gives a generic example of non-series-parallel graphs. Mutual relations between graphs and expressions are discussed in [2] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [16] , and other works. Specifically, [12] , [13] , and [16] consider the correspondence between series-parallel graphs and read-once functions. A Boolean function is defined as read-once if it may be computed by some formula in which no variable occurs more than once (read-once formula). On the other hand, a series-parallel graph expression can be reduced to the representation in which each literal appears only once. Hence, such a representation of a seriesparallel graph expression can be considered as a read-once formula (boolean operations are replaced by arithmetic ones).
An expression of a homeomorph of the forbidden subgraph belonging to any non-series-parallel st-dag has no representation in which each literal appears once. For example, consider the subgraph positioned between vertices 1 and 4 of the Fibonacci graph shown in Figure 2 . Possible optimal representations of its expression are a 1 (a 2 a 3 + b 2 ) + b 1 a 3 or (a 1 a 2 + b 1 ) a 3 + a 1 b 2 . For this reason, an expression of a non-series-parallel st-dag can not be represented as a read-once formula. However, for arbitrary functions, which are not read-once, generating the optimum factored form is NP-complete [17] . Some algorithms developed in order to obtain good factored forms are described in [6] , [7] and other works. In [10] we presented an algorithm, which generates the expression of O n 2 complexity for an n-vertex Fibonacci graph.
In [11] we considered a non-series-parallel st-dag called a square rhomboid (Figure 3 ). This graph looks like a planar approximation of the square of a rhomboid, which is a series composition of rhomb graphs. A square rhomboid consists of the same vertices as the corresponding rhomboid. However, edges labeled by letters a, b, and c (see Figure 3 ) are absent in a rhomboid. Geometrically, a square rhomboid (SR for brevity) can be considered to be a "gluing" of two Fibonacci graphs (the upper one consists of edges labeled by e, b, c and the lower one consists of edges labeled by d, b, a), i.e., it is the next harder one in a sequence of increasingly non-series-parallel graphs. In this paper we investigate a more complicated graph called a full square rhomboid (F SR) which is a real square of a rhomboid and, in addition to all edges of an SR, has edges labeled by f and g (Figure 4 ). 
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lower vertices. Upper and lower vertices numbered x will be denoted in formulae by x and x, respectively. SR and F SR including n basic vertices will be denoted by SR(n) and F SR(n), respectively, and will be called an SR and an F SR of size n.
Some algorithms which generate the expressions of O n log 2 6 complexity for SR(n) are discussed in [11] . Our intention in this paper is to generate and simplify the expressions of full square rhomboids.
Generating Expressions for Square Rhomboids
The expressions of square rhomboids are generated using two-vertex decomposition method (2-VDM) and one-vertex decomposition method (1-VDM) [11] . Both methods are based on revealing subgraphs in the initial graph. The resulting expression is produced by a special composition of subexpressions describing these subgraphs.
2-VDM is applied as follows. For a non-trivial SR subgraph with a source p and a sink q we choose two decomposition vertices one of which belongs to the upper group and the other one belongs to the lower group. These vertices have the same number i chosen as
). We conditionally split each SR through its decomposition vertices (see the example in Figure 5 Two kinds of subgraphs are revealed in the graph in the course of decomposition. The first of them is an SR with a fewer number of vertices than the initial SR. The second one is an SR supplemented by two additional edges at one of four sides. Possible varieties of this st-dag (we call it a single-leaf square rhomboid and denote by SR) are four subgraphs of an SR in Figure 5 positioned between vertices 1 and 4, 4 and 8, 1 and 4, 4 and 8. Let SR(n) (an SR of size n) denote an SR including n basic vertices.
We denote by E(p, q) a subexpression related to an SR subgraph with a source p and a sink q. We denote by E(p, q), E(p, q), E(p, q), E(p, q) subexpressions related to SR subgraphs with a source p and a sink q, a source p and a sink q, a source p and a sink q, and a source p and a sink q.
One can see that any path from vertex 1 to vertex 8 in Figure 5 passes either through one of decomposition vertices (4 or 4) or through edge b 4 . Therefore, in the general case a current subgraph is decomposed into six new subgraphs and
Subgraphs described by subexpressions E(p, i) and E(i + 1, q) include all paths from vertex p to vertex q passing through edge b i . Subgraphs described by subexpressions E(p, i) and E(i, q) include all paths from vertex p to vertex q passing via vertex i. Subgraphs described by subexpressions E(p, i) and E(i, q) include all paths from vertex p to vertex q passing via vertex i.
An SR subgraph is decomposed into six new subgraphs in the same way as an SR (see the example in Figure 6 ). Two decomposition vertices (one from the upper and one from the lower group of vertices) with the same absolute ordinal numbers are selected in the SR. These vertices are chosen so that the location of the split is in the middle of the subgraph. Three kinds of subgraphs are revealed in an SR in the course of decomposition. The first and the second of them are an SR and an SR, respectively. The third one is an SR supplemented by two additional pairs of edges (one pair is on the left and another one is on the right). Possible varieties of this st-dag (we call it a dipterous square rhomboid and denote it by SR) are illustrated in Figure   7 (a) (a parallelogram SR graph) and Figure 7 (b) (a trapezoidal SR graph). Let SR(n) (an SR of size n) denote an SR including n basic vertices. An SR subgraph is decomposed into six new subgraphs in the same way as an SR and an SR (see examples in Figure 7(a, b) ). The number i of the upper and the lower decomposition vertices for a current SR subgraph positioned between vertices p and q, is chosen as ). In the course of decomposition, two kinds of subgraphs are revealed in an SR. They are an SR and an SR.
1-VDM consists in splitting a non-trivial SR with a source p and a sink q through one decomposition vertex i located in the basic group of the subgraph. The number i is chosen as ) -see the example in Figure 8 . As for 2-VDM, two SR subgraphs and four SR subgraphs are revealed in the course of decomposition. Any path from vertex 1 to vertex 7 in Figure 8 passes through decomposition vertex 4 or through edge c 3 or through edge a 3 . Therefore, in the general case a current subgraph is decomposed into six new subgraphs and
Subgraphs described by subexpressions E(p, i) and E(i, q) include all paths from vertex p to vertex q passing through vertex i. Subgraphs described by subexpressions E(p, i − 1) and E(i, q) include all paths from vertex p to vertex q passing via edge c i−1 . Subgraphs described by subexpressions E(p, i − 1) and E(i, q) include all paths from vertex p to vertex q passing via edge a i−1 .
An SR subgraph is decomposed by 1-VDM through a decomposition vertex selected in its basic group into six new subgraphs in a similar way to 2-VDM. The decomposition vertex is chosen so that the location of the split is in the middle of the subgraph. The decomposition also gives one SR subgraph, three SR subgraphs, and two SR subgraphs.
Finally, an SR subgraph is also decomposed into two SR subgraphs and four SR subgraphs. The number i of the decomposition vertex in the basic group for a current SR subgraph is chosen as
). Thus by the master theorem [4] , the total number of literals T (n) in expressions Ex(SR(n)) derived by 2-VDM and 1-VDM is O n log 2 6 . However, numerically 1-VDM is more efficient than 2-VDM [11] . It follows from discussed in [11] explicit formulae for T (n) as well (n = 2 k for some positive integer k ≥ 2). The coefficient of the leading term of the formulae -n log 2 6 is equal to 212 135 ≈ 1.57 for the best algorithm based on 2-VDM and 154 135 ≈ 1.14 for 1-VDM.
Generating Expressions for Full Square Rhomboids
Now, we attempt to apply 2-VDM and 1-VDM to a full square rhomboid.
Analogously to graphs mentioned in the previous section, we define singleleaf full square rhomboid of size n denoted by F SR(n) and dipterous full square rhomboids (trapezoidal and parallelogram) of size n denoted by F SR(n). These graphs, in addition to all edges in corresponding SR and SR graphs, have edges labeled by f and g (as in Figure 4) .
We denote by E(p, q) a subexpression related to an F SR subgraph with a source p and a sink q. We denote by E(p, q), E(p, q), E(p, q), E(p, q) subexpressions related to F SR subgraphs with a source p and a sink q, a source p and a sink q, a source p and a sink q, and a source p and a sink q. We denote by E(p, q), E(p, q), E(p, q), E(p, q) subexpressions related to F SR subgraphs with a source p and a sink q, a source p and a sink q, a source p and a sink q, and a source p and a sink q, respectively. Fig. 9 . Decomposition of a full square rhomboid by 2-VDM. Figure 9 illustrates the example of decomposition of an F SR by 2-VDM. Appearance of new edges does not change the essence of the splitting procedure because these edges (labeled by f and g) do not cross the "splitting line" that passes between vertices 4 and 4. In all revealed subgraphs, edges f i and g i are together with pairs of edges d 2i and e 2i+1 , and e 2i and d 2i+1 , respectively. Therefore, in the general case a current F SR subgraph is decomposed into two F SR subgraphs and four F SR subgraphs, and its expression is the same as in statement (1).
F SR and F SR subgraphs are also decomposed by 2-VDM into six new subgraphs in a similar way to SR and SR subgraphs. Thus the complexity of the expression Ex(F SR(n)) derived by 2-VDM is also O n log 2 6 . Now, consider decomposition of an F SR by 1-VDM (see the example in Figure 10 ). One can see that edges f 3 and g 3 cross the "splitting line" that passes through vertex 4. Hence, any path from vertex 1 to vertex 7 passes through decomposition vertex 4 or through one of the following edges: c 3 , a 3 , g 3 Therefore, in the general case
Additional parts E(p, i − 1)g i−1 E(i, q) and E(p, i − 1)f i−1 E(i, q) which are absent in statement (2), describe all paths from vertex p to vertex q passing via edges g i−1 and f i−1 , respectively.
Hence, the expression of a current subgraph of size n derived by 1-VDM includes ten subexpressions related to subgraphs of size n ′ ≈ n 2 . This expression can be simplified by putting subexpressions which appear twice outside the brackets. Finally, statement (3) may be presented as
i.e., the resulting expression for F SR consists of eight subexpressions related to subgraphs of size n ′ ≈ n 2 and four additional literals. The expressions for F SR and F SR are constructed in the same way. Thus by the master theorem, the complexity of the expression Ex(F SR(n)) derived by 1-VDM is O n 3 . Therefore, 2-VDM that numerically is less efficient than 1-VDM for square rhomboids is significantly more efficient for full square rhomboids. For this reason we compute Ex(F SR) by the following recursive relations based on 2-VDM:
The following lemma results from relations 6 -9 and 14 -17.
Lemma 1. Complexities of expressions Ex trapezoidal F SR(n) and
Ex parallelogram F SR(n) derived by 2-VDM are equal.
Proof. According to relations 6 -9, Ex F SR ( and Ex parallelogram F SR (n) are equal.
The following proposition results from Lemma 1 and relations 1 -18.
Proposition 1. The total number of literals T (n) in the expression Ex(F SR(n))
derived by 2-VDM is defined recursively as follows:
where T (n) and T (n) are the total numbers of literals in Ex( F SR(n)) and Ex F SR (n) , respectively.
Proof. Initial formulae (1 -3) follow directly from relations 1 -9 of 2-VDM. General formulae (4 -6) are based on the structure of expressions 10 -18 of 2-VDM and on Lemma 1. Indeed, the location of the split is in the middle of all subgraphs, expressions 10 -18 include one additional literal (b i ) and, by Lemma 1, complexities of expressions Ex trapezoidal F SR (n) and
Ex parallelogram F SR (n) may be denoted equally.
It is of interest to obtain exact formulae describing complexity of the expression Ex(F SR(n)) derived by 2-VDM. We attempt to do it for n that is a power of two, i.e., n = 2 k for some positive integer k ≥ 1. Formulae (4 -6) of Proposition 1 are presented in this case as
respectively. The following explicit formulae for simultaneous recurrences (5) are obtained by the method for linear recurrence relations solving [15] :
T (n) = 89 45 n log 2 6 + 10 9 n log 2 3 − 1 5 .
A Combined Method for Generating Expressions of Full Square Rhomboids
As shown in the previous section, the complexity T (n) of the expression Ex(F SR(n)) is O n log 2 6 if it is derived by 2-VDM and O n 3 if 1-VDM is used. However, despite on the asymptotic advantage of 2-VDM, expressions constructed by 1-VDM are shorter for some small values of n. One can see (Table  1 ) that complexities for 1-VDM are smaller than corresponding complexities for 2-VDM when n = 3 and, as a result, when n = 5 and n = 6. Expressions of graphs with these sizes are included by expressions of graphs with larger sizes. Table 1 . For this reason, we additionally improve 2-VDM and derive by 1-VDM the expression Ex F SR (5) as well. The final complexities for modified 2-VDM are presented in Table 2 . For all n except n = 3 and n = 5 they are determined in accordance with Proposition 1. In addition, we use the following formulae which result from statement (4) and from analogous relations for computing expressions Ex F SR and Ex F SR by 1-VDM:
T (n) = T 
Conclusions and Future Work
Various non-series-parallel graphs (Fibonacci graphs, square rhomboids, full square rhomboids, etc.) have expressions with polynomial complexity despite their relatively complex structure. The existence of a decomposition method for a graph G is a sufficient condition for the existence of such expression for G. The complexity depends, in particular, on the number of revealed subgraphs in each recursive step of the decomposition procedure. Different decomposition methods may be applied to the same class of graphs and one of the methods may be more efficient for one class and less efficient for another one.
An undirected graph in which every subgraph has a vertex of degree at most k is called k-inductive [9] . For instance, trees are 1-inductive graphs, and planar graphs are 5-inductive. Random scale-free networks [1] demonstrate important practical examples of k-inductive graphs. As follows from [3] , a graph G is kinductive if and only if the edges of G can be oriented to form a directed acyclic graph with out-degree of its vertices at most k. Thus underlying graphs of Fibonacci graphs are 2-inductive while underlying graphs of square and full square rhomboids are 3-inductive.
We intend to extend the presented decomposition technique to a class of st-dags whose underlying graphs are k-inductive.
